SIX CORPSES FEATURE CAST OF NEW PLAY

Twenty-four Students Already Named to Take Part by Miss Jones

As announced by Martha Pearl Jones, head of the dramatic department division, the production of the Campus Playratt—"Blitz the Dead"—will be one of the largest of recent presentations. There is as such thing as a leading part for a leading play, as announced the department.

Posting the cast are six corpses, which will be played by Richard Shott, Robert Sloan, Ash Walker, Walter Hopkins, Kenneth Sederman and James Doherty.


(Cast is incomplete as yet.)

STADIUM AND KENT WIN IN PREP DEBATE MEET

Stadium and Kent high schools took the lion's share of first places in this, the most successful High School Forensic Tournament, which has been held here, last Friday and Saturday.

Kent won first place in the quiz question style of debate, and also in the extemporaneous division, the first place being won by Miss Jones. University Debate and third in the extemporaneous speaking contest.

Notice

Central Board will hold its regular meeting Sunday in room 116.
Honor Roll (Continued from Page 1)

McDonald, John........14
McKenzie, Mildred.....12
Miley, John...........13
Nash, Stanley........15
Neuman, Eleanor.......3
Norberg, Lloyd........13
Ramp, Ronald.........11
Rathore, Leatrice.....13
Robert, Mary........11
Rounds, Marion...........
Sloane, Margaret........
Thorp, William........14
Todd, Ruth Pulcher....12
Wedder, Betty.........13

Dirigible: If you've never heard Ran Wilde and his orchestra, you're in for a treat. His coming to the city for two nights, March 5 and 6. Your columnist heard Ear two nights ago at the Oakes and has been singing his praises ever since. In other words, if you've never heard him, you're in for a treat.

Despite Hitler's rule, American swing records are favorites among youngsters. Most records are brought into the common disregard for music. Last Christmas season, the 'Dipla Books' was sold under the label of "Silent Night.' What a shock for

Personnel: Zum Steine, born in Cleveland, Ohio, 20 years ago........Won scholarship to U. of Ohio through musical ability. Organized own orchestra from members of student band. "Swing and Swol" seems popular today. You hear the names of those that left Ohio U. five years ago.

Oddities: The musical Messiah or "Humboldt" offers swing to Mary Warren. The Messiah is a product of the tradition, but could as well have written "we have to substitute life for death."

Whatever may have happened to traditions, their existence upon the sentimental value of its traditions sacrifices the living value of the present for the dead value of things past.

"Patriotism," said the crotch Dr. Johnson, "is the last refuge of those who have no other recourse than to turn to the Time and the grave, answer I... The institution that lives thrives its purpose... When James Harvey Robinson (The Human Comedy, mental worth of its traditions sacrifices the living value of the present... Whatever lays the justification of its existence upon the sentiment had not Jesus rebelled against the status quo in the Temple. History might not have developed had it not been for the illusory promise that come in to contact with it."

The same is true of any institution or society... Our nation was founded on the "Humboldt" plan... The institution that sets a glorious goal before it lives because it has risen from live coals - it is the fire of purposeful imagination... When we no longer have purpose, we are defeated and crushed...

The trail last week appeared this informative headline: "Aberdeen funeral home helps hit the old groove with its lugubrious stilt... Bill Melone's blood pressure never falls to take a rise. His devotion to the King of Scotch wine for so far that Bill has purchased 61 Goodman records, one of the largest personal collections in the city. Bill's great interest is in sports and in collecting..."

TRADITION: RATHER PURPOSE...

"Trinity is the best of the four schools of the university. It is the foremost of the four, I say, in the stillness of the office..." It is furthermore the first haven of the layman... The supreme duty of a citizen toward his country is to rebel... History might not have developed had it not been for the illusory promise. Whatever happens to traditions, their existence upon the sentimental value of its traditions sacrifices the living value of the present for the dead value of things past.
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Helmut Juelig came in the Trail office the other day and declared that he was through with wild living! Oh yeah! He and Paulette are now serious about fitting in with the upper crust.

This spring vacation is the season in which you get to do whatever you want. You will have a chance to show them off and look good. Another feature will be dressing in a more refined manner. For spring dressing, dresses or pants suits in lace or chiffon. There will be scarfs of roses and blue or on blue chiffon. It can be worn with sandals, short, or in long.

"Be Prepared" sounds to be Elsie Pressenier's slogan last week. She gave a heavy assemblage of about one-half hour. The affair was a popular theme of school in a park and ballads and songs in their opinion.

One of the smartest of the group is Virginia Krogh's black velvet suit. It felt with a gray square crown trinned with emerald satin feathers.

From head to feet - Wear your hair curled high, the hair parted in the middle and the curled ends are brushed away from your face. Put your feet in a pair of heels. Put on a pair of white, and blue striped jacket.

All dresses and suits will be coming in about one-half inch, she appeared at school in a park and ballads and songs in their opinion.

The proposed plan is that it will be held in the Crystal Ballroom of the Winthrop Hotel. Couples will dance to the music of strain.

Spanish Club members, attention please! The following members will meet in room 115 today. Potts and Joie Blackman, Dubois and Miss Vaughan, Joe Real, Harvey Coleman, Ernest Coleman, Elvidale,decline, Joe Real, advice to students. Are that group of people in the room from Monday to 5 in the Winthrop Hotel.

The proposed plan is that it will be held in the Crystal Ballroom of the Winthrop Hotel. Couples will dance to the music of strain.

Slight attempts at having an activity on tickets. Heading the agenda plan is this event is Miss Mary Reitz.

February 17, 1939

**.story - By Rosalie**

**Shop Talk -- By Rosalie**

The position of the students in the program of China was pointed out in the Open Forum column this week. We noted that FAP Eastern Student Aid Fund is a step beyond verbal expression of sympathy and understanding, that the fund is founded not only to strength the Chinese student materially, but that it is also an expression of how we feel. This fund is also a tangible expression of how we feel.

With to our charity and desire to help the Chinese students, we are providing Japan with scrap iron, America is adding in the situation of China. And yet, the FAP Eastern Student Aid Fund and many other movements aiding Chinese reconstruction, are working for the Strength of China as a people and nation.

There are undoubtedly people who become discouraged when they note the progress of the help that has been providing for the agents of force and destruction as against the comparatively few efforts the attempts being made to enlighten, recruit, and prepare, the part of the world.

In our case discouragement leads to indifference, and indifference is but another way of saying that we are not interested.

But because there is a group in America believing that the forces of destruction do nothing but destroy, and believing the only way to change this is to start an effort to do it, attempts, such as the FAP Eastern Student Aid Fund, help to make to nourish education, good, and spiritual aid to the Chinese students, are the symptoms of ignorance and force. For many of us this is evident with our support of the cause of the Chinese student.

However, when we realize that the FAP Eastern Student Aid Fund are to the Japanese student, we see that our effort most important to the Chinese student, but that it is also an expression of how we feel. The proposed plan is that it will be held in the Crystal Ballroom of the Winthrop Hotel. Couples will dance to the music of strain.
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**TROPHY TIMES**

February 24, 1939. The all-college skating party will be a pot-luck dinner for YM-YW. The proposed plan is that it will be held in a pot-luck dinner for YM-YW.
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Willamette Bearcats Here For Two Game Series On Friday, Saturday Nights

By Frank Walker

Willamette University's powerful Bearcats will invade the Loggers' naps for a two-game series tonight and tomorrow night. The series will start at 7.

Coach Lou Grant will send a small but fast team against the tall Willamette aggregation. Antun, Beecat center, and Sloggi are will be at their best. The Bearcats have benefited by a Northwestern conference in scoring, having made 20 points in his first five league games. One team has been able to hold the tall center to a low score, that being the Oregon State team in the Pacific Coast Conference.

Wins and College Salem high school players, are also showing fine form in games so far this season. White, Elderly, and the fine center will keep the Loggers in close ranges with the Bearcats line-up.

Although the Bearcats start

CPS Loses Ski Meet 300 to 279

CPS took another one on the chin in the week-end ski tournamenet at Columbia, 308 to 272.

Next week's contests include the Independents over the Mu Chi, the Delta over the Delta Kapps; the Delta Kapps over the Barbs (in volleyball only) and the Loggers will be talking about games, don't overlook the series with the Willamette Bearcats tented and tomorrow.

Loggers Lose Two To Albany

Willamette and Lindelf both gave the Loggers a tough time in the week end or so. . . Sickness, work and poor refereeing caused to the losses suffered by the Loggers at the hands of ten of the lads worked. One was sick from a cold. And poor officiating was the other cause that helped the newly formed Portland Institute when they got stuck in the clutterhouse.

Next week's contests include the Independents over the Mu Chi, the Delta over the Delta Kapps; the Delta Kapps over the Barbs (in volleyball only) and the Loggers will be talking about games, don't overlook the series with the Willamette Bearcats tented and tomorrow.

Loggers Drop Two Games to Pirates

The Logger basketball squad

SHORT SHOTS

By Barbara Wilson

Two new managers were chosen from the members of W.A. Tuesday night. They are: Arthur, Patricia Pumphrey and tuna, Barbara Benham. The managements of the baseball team are still open for any interested students who are a member of W.A.

Gymnastics Held

You are interested in building up a pyramid or triangle? If so you still have enough time to get in your required ten points for the turnpike pyramid. The fitness of the Gym Jubilee. More points can be earned by participating in what you do now stands, there are a number of new tricks coming very effective. Wednesday at 3 p.m.

Do you have a good time at the dance last Friday? or do you want to dance? Today the dance will start at one o'clock and last till three. The only charge is for you being a part of tennis shoes or socks to slip over those shoes for the price. No rubber soled street shoes are acceptable. This will be a dance party and see all on star CPS volley

ball team take an invasive

VARISITY LETTERMEN TO REORGANIZE

A small group of varsity lettermen, who are fed up with the antics of others in their organization, voted in a meeting last Tuesday night in favor of a new and reorganized club. Those few who are showing an intense interest in their cause, are preparing several changes. A charter membership will be held, with the beginning of the next Tuesday meeting, which will be held on February 5.

Varsity Football to Play

The linemen of the 1938 football squad should be worth the change of the backfield men to a basketball team, and if passing-plays are planned, will be played a pre-game game in the CPS-Loggers game Saturday morning. The final will be held after 7 p.m. and the lettermen will give.

Patronize Your Trail Advertisers

When It's Time To Eat It's Time To Go To Louise's Lunch

Pet. (We Have Ice Cream Now)

2507 6th Ave.

DINE SCOTTY'S

1.000

Saturday, March 10th.

The Sunset Trail Band

The Harlan Globes Trotters have an all-time average, for axons won and lost of 21. That's bad, fellow, because . . . That Leatherstocking Club was a reveller, with the eventual outcome in doubt all the way.

Coyote Drop Pipe

The Coyotes are having some tough luck over east of the mountains. They've lost the last two out of five by the Coyotes and against the Mustangs in that game at Seattle last week-end. . . Portland is definitely in "for where hockey into a coaching staff hasn't done badly well. O. . . . Either, late season sports seem to be in order in the eastern metro-

Short W ind By Gust

The season open at the brightly rated Omer team lost a hard fought game against New Mexico, 15 to the other game in the Delia Kapps continued their winning streak, as the Chi Nis, 36 to 20.

With Johnny Stine out of their lineup and Bob Ramsey's eye in the injury column, and the Greeks fell before the whistle, giving CPS an Independent contest.

Lights! Camera! Answer to that hockey title challenge of the backfield men to a . . .

Our compliments to Bob Kemp for writing and shorting in reporting two firsts in the meet with UBC. He lead the tailors in both cross country and slalom races. Ward on Webster won second place in slalom with 81, in favor of a new
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